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ABSTRACT

The increasing part of intermittent renewable energy requires significant modifications of the elec-
tric grid. The introduction of smart nodes, where the power transfer can be adjusted in real time in
addition to the classical voltage change and the galvanic isolation, becomes an important asset for
the grid balance. Transformers associated with power electronic converters can ensure this function;
they are known generically as Solid-State Transformers (SST). Their high specific power also opens
opportunities for railway application. SSTs can be operated at high frequencies (a few tens of kHz),
with ferrite or nanocrystalline cores operating at low flux densities. The paper proposes a comple-
mentary approach that consists in using transformers built with grain oriented electrical steel (GOES)
wound cores, operating at medium frequencies (few kHz) and high flux densities. The reported work
focuses on experimental assessment aiming to show that this option is now open for designing SST
cells, which can be associated to reach bigger units.

1. Introduction
The complexity of the electric grid is increasing due to

the growth of renewable intermittent energy sources (wind
farms, solar plants, etc.). Solid State Transformers (SST) are
relevant tools for ensuring flexible operations on the electric
grid [1]. Most of the known SSTs are made of electronic
converters, placed around High Frequency (HF) transform-
ers, and a specific control system. To transfer high power,
SSTs can be made of an association of fractional power SST
cells [2, 3]. This concept can be used for smart grid appli-
cations [4] and in other domains such as renewable energy
or railway traction [5]. The first SST demonstrator for a
162∕3Hz, 15kV railway applications was commissioned and
installed on a test locomotive by ABB [6]. To cope with high
voltage, cascading of several SST cells is necessary [7, 8, 9].
Multi-level high-frequency link for medium-voltage cascade
converters has been also studied for renewable energy pro-
duction systems and smart grid applications [10]. Metglas
amorphous alloy is used in high frequency SSTs for building
insulated balanced multiple DC supplies for medium volt-
ages [11]. Nanocrystaline core material is also used for the
design of a 35 kVA medium frequency transformer [12].

The need for, reliability and efficiency of SSTs is becom-
ing higher and higher [13, 14]. The main challenges are the
design of high power units in small volumes with high re-
liabilities at reasonable costs. Various types of material are
used for the medium frequency transformer cores. For ex-
ample the ability to stabilise the grid using a wind turbine
generator was reported as to involve a connection through an
amorphous 1.26 kVA transformer [11]. The design approach
consists then in finding the best possible balance between the
wound core geometry, the winding design, the topology of
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the power electronic converters and the control algorithm.
Three DC/DC converter topologies suitable for high-power
density high-power applications have been presented on the
basis of a phase-shift control strategy [15] .

Transformers cores built with thin grain oriented electri-
cal steel (GOES) offer an alternative solution for medium
frequency transformers for SST. They can withstand high
flux density levels (the saturation polarisation is 2.03 T) for
several kHz. They can also be operated with simple power
electronic topologies delivering square voltages. A single
phase transformer can use a wound core architecture. The
grain oriented steel is thus magnetised along its easy mag-
netisation direction, this means low loss and low scattering
of the magnetic field.

GOES sheets have a mineral coating that can withstand
high temperatures, the core can be operated up to 500◦C
without any significant reduction inmagnetisation ability [16].
At high temperature the natural increase of resistivity re-
duces eddy currents losses. The paper deals with exper-
imental assessments of a high-power SST cell made with
a medium frequency transformer (MFT) based on a GOES
wound core associated to standard IGBT converters. The
main goal is to check the feasibility of this solution, consid-
ering that for reaching high power units, the SSTs capabili-
ties to operate with high voltage levels and its global thermal
balance are the main stakes.

2. SST Modular structure
Identical SST cells can be assembled together for build-

ing high power SSTs. In the reported work, each elementary
cell contains two reversible single-phase converters and a
MFT ensuring the galvanic insulation and the voltage change.
The cells are connected in series on the high voltage (HV)
side and in parallel for the low voltage (LV) side as illustrated
in Fig. 1.
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Figure 1: Modular structure of a high power SST.

Figure 2: Detailed structure of an SST cell.

Two types of voltages must be considered: the differen-
tial mode defined for each MFT winding and the common-
mode one defined between awinding terminal and the ground
connection.

Figure 1 shows that the elementary cells connected in
parallel have no specific common-mode insulation issues:
the common-mode voltage is similar to the differential one.
It is not the case for the series connection, which adds to-
gether the successive differential voltages of each converter.
The top stack transformer is submitted to the full DC high
voltage as common-mode stress. The other elementary cells
of the stack receive a lower common-mode voltage, which is
only a part of the high DC voltage.

The detailed power circuit of SST cell is presented in fig-
ure 2, this topology is known as Dual Active Bridge (DAB)
meant to be operated using PSM. The command is designed
for producing rectangular voltages shifted by certain adjustable
time difference which is used for controlling the power flow.
With such a basic command, the switching losses are re-
duced to their strict minimum for the required operating fre-
quency.

Insulation issues must be considered keeping the gen-
eral safety rules in mind. One of the most important is the
connection to ground of all the metallic parts of any electric

equipment. Consequently, the MFT core is grounded. An-
other rule consists in fixing the potential of the SST input
and output terminals relatively to the ground. For many DC
applications, the common-mode voltage depends on the neu-
tral point connection of the feeding machine (transformer or
alternator) and the rectifier design. The ground potential is
often used as a middle point; therefore, the common mode
voltages are in the order of half the differential ones. For
traction applications with a DC grid the common-mode volt-
ages are larger because the+ is the catenary and the− the rail
connected to the ground. The SST common-mode voltages
are similar to differential ones. The SST insulation should be
designed for this worst case. For each SST cell, the convert-
ers of the HV side must be placed inside insulated racks able
to withstand the common-mode voltage stress. Optical fi-
bres ensure the transmission of the digital command signals
in order to provide a full galvanic insulation of the convert-
ers.

The global two steps project consists in developing cells
for a modular structure that can be applied to railway traction
with a 25kVrms∕50Hz catenary. It is organised as follows :
- The design and tests of a first elementary cell with a lim-
ited 30kV common-mode insulation capability. It uses a
common-mode insulation based on air layers having the ad-
equate thicknesses. This first release is aimed at gaining ex-
perience for then improving the MFT power density using a
GOES wound core associated to a regular coil manufactur-
ing process.
- The second elementary cell will be based on the experi-
ence gained from the first one. This elementary cell will of-
fer a common-mode insulation capability up to 60kV and a
higher power rating thanks to a specific topology and a more
sophisticated insulation technology capable of low insula-
tion distances and leakage inductances.

3. General topology of the MFT with a wound
GOES core and a common-mode insulation
at 30kV
For a 30kVpeak common-mode insulation voltage, the

critical distances of air can be predicted using the Paschen
curve of Fig.3 plotted for dry air at ambient temperature.
At sea-level pressure (105Pa), the distance that creates the
ionisation of air between flat electrode that have a potential
difference of 30kVRMS is 12mm. Safety margins must be
applied because the electric field lines in air are not straight
lines as in Paschen’s theory. The safetymarginmust be larger
for the critical distance between the coil and the core because
of the core edges.

The general topology of the transformer with large air
gaps between the primary coil and the other parts of the
transformer comes from this constraint. Figure 4 presents
the choices made for the first system. The critical air gaps
of the Electrical Insulation System (EIS) are d1 = 18mm
and d2 = 20mm. This, combined to the needed room for
winding the conductors, induces the GOESwound core sizes
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Figure 3: Paschen curve for dry air at room temperature.

Figure 4: MFT topology with large insulation distances around
the HV coil.

(240×96mm). These choices impose the leakage inductance
value and consequently the maximum transmittable power
at a given frequency. At 3kHz, the skin depth in copper is
1.47mm. A flat enamelled wire of 14 × 2mm has then been
used. For rectangular waveforms provided by the DC/AC
converters, the RMS voltage of each coil is given by (1)
where N is the number of turns of the considered coil, AC
the core cross-section area, Bm the maximum flux density in
the core and f the frequency.

Vrms = 4NACBmf (1)

The MFT core is made of wound GOES. The general
data are given in Table. 1; voltages and currents are seek to
be as high as possible.

The stress applied resulting form the wound core manu-
facturing process has been released through an appropriate

Table 1
Main specifications used to build the experimental setup

Description Sym. Value

Number of primary windings N1 60
Number of secondary windings N2 60
Enamelled copper wire 14 × 2 mm
Operating frequency f 1-3 kHz
Core cross section AC 5.93 cm2
Core mean length LC 620 mm
Goes wound core mass MC 2.94 kg
Transformer weight M 14 kg
Transformer volume V 1.6 dm3

Figure 5: GOES wound core before and after the cutting pro-
cess.

Figure 6: SST cell prototype including two converters and the
MFT built with a HV coil made with the required insulation
distances.

annealing thermal cycle. The core is made of two halves for
an easy placement of coils. The pole faces have been worked
out to ensure minimum air-gap. Fig.5 shows the core before
and after the cutting operation.

Two coils of 6 layers with 10 turn of 14 × 2mm copper
wire each have been implemented. Fig. 6 is a picture of
the SST cell. The MFT is centred in between the two power
electronic converters. The HV coil is bigger than the LV one
because of the insulating distances.
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Figure 7: Core losses measurement system with square volt-
ages.

4. Core losses
For designing the MFT, the knowledge of the core losses

are of utmost importance. Experimental investigations are
made atmedium frequencies under rectangular voltages with
the measurement system presented in figure 7.

A study made on similar MFT [17] shows that the core
losses are slightly lower for square voltage wave than for sine
ones at the same peak flux density and frequency. Conse-
quently, information aboutmeasurement of lossesmadewith
square waves is mandatory prior to perform a proper design
of the transformer, prediction with sinusoidal waveforms is
not relevant.

The voltage source is a H-bridge inverter, associated to
a micro controller that imposes strictly a 50% duty cycle for
avoiding any DC component. The peak value of the flux
density in the core is tuned by acting on the DC input voltage
of the inverter.

A broadband current probe collects the primary current
wave form i1(t) for computing the magnetic field in the core
according to the Ampere’s lawN1i1(t) = H(t).lC . The volt-
age induced in the secondary coil yields the flux densityB(t)
by integration. The core losses are computed by (2).

P = 1
T
N1
N2 ∫

T

0
i1(t).v2(t) dt (2)

In spite of precaution taken to get rid of the burrs at
the pole faces, additional losses did nevertheless took place.
Stress and other factors still to be knownmay contribute also
to this phenomenon.

GOES laminations are insulated from each other thanks
to the double layer mineral coating which is intrinsic to the
production process of the steel; its maximum thickness is
5 �m [18]. Their density and resistivity are respectively
7650 kg∕m3 and 0.48 �Ωm. Core losses have been mea-
sured at different temperature values in a range of 30 ◦C to
170 ◦C and for f = 3kHz and Bm = 1.2 T . Figure 8
shows that core losses decrease significantly with the tem-
perature. For these measurements, the magnetising current
is 8 ARMS at room temperature; it decreases slightly (5 %)
when the temperature increases. This figure shows that the
GOES core temperature is not itself an issue, but the coil

Figure 8: Core losses variation versus temperature and linear
interpolation.

temperatures increase because of the thermal flux produced
by the core. The coil temperature must remain under the EIS
thermal class.

At medium frequencies the core losses are mainly due to
eddy currents [19] [20]. Consequently, when the core oper-
ates at high temperatures, the natural increase of GOES re-
sistivity lowers eddy current losses, which has a global pos-
itive effect on the MFT efficiency.

5. Copper losses
Because of skin and proximity effects, the AC resistance

of the coils depends on frequency. Copper losses are com-
puted usingAC resistance experimental curvesmeasuredwith
an impedance analyser at theMFT primary and secondary, at
the operating frequency, when the other coil is short-circuited.
The copper losses in each coil are computed with 3 and 4
using the resistance at the coil operating temperature. With
the core losses determined experimentally, they make the 3
inputs of the thermal model aimed at computing the temper-
ature of the main transformer parts.

PP = RHV (TP ) ⋅ I21rms (3)

PS = RLV (TS ) ⋅ I22rms (4)

The maximum power that can be transferred by the sys-
tem and its efficiency are determined with the thermal model
considering the thermal class of the EIS. In this model, the
AC resistance increase of each coil with the temperaturemust
be considered.

6. MFT thermal model
For standard organic insulation technologies relying on

polymers, the maximum temperature is defined by the ther-
mal class, which is the operating temperature for a life ex-
pectancy of 20000ℎ. Themost common classes are F (155◦C),
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Figure 9: Thermal equivalent circuit.

Figure 10: Location of the various thermocouples for the mea-
surement of temperatures T1 to T8.

H (180◦C), and C (200◦C). Consequently, for obtaining a
high specific power, the thermal management is mandatory.
The MFT is placed vertically in a forced air flow generated
by a fan located beneath the transformer.

The steady-state thermal model is shown in Fig. 9 based
on three assumptions:
- Losses are uniformly distributed inside the volume of each
MFT element (core, primary coil and secondary coil).
- The temperature is supposed to be uniform within each el-
ement. With this hypothesis the equivalent thermal circuit
is reduced to 4 nodes: one for the core, one for each coil and
one for the ambient airflow.
-Thermal resistance values are supposed to be constant what-
ever the temperature is (linear model); they must be com-
puted for temperatures in the same range of operating ones.

Figure 10 shows the position of the temperature sensors
used for experiments.

The nodes TC , TP , TS , and TA are the respectively the
average temperatures of the core (T 7, T 8), the primary coil
(T 5, T 6), the secondary one (T 3, T 4) and the ambient air
(T 1, T 2). The power sources PC , PP and PS stand for the
losses in the core, the primary coil, secondary one. The ther-

mal resistances of figure 9 model the thermal transfers be-
tween nodes.

The no-load test, which provides only core losses, corre-
sponds to the maximum temperature differences between the
two experimental test points of each TMF element. Results
of table 2 show a small difference between the temperatures
measured at the two test point of the same transformer ele-
ment. However, the thermal gradient inside the secondary
coil is higher because its inner face is very close to the core;
the temperature difference between the test points remains
low (12◦C). The six thermal resistance values in table 3 are
computed considering the MFT geometry and experiments.

Table 2
Temperatures for a no-load test.

Core Primary Secondary Ambient
(oC) (oC) (oC) (oC)

T7 = 129 T5 = 62 T3 = 69 T1 = 24
T8 = 122 T6 = 69 T4 = 81 T2 = 23

TC = 125.5 TP = 65.5 TS = 75 TA = 23.5

Table 3
Thermal resistance predicted values.

RCA RPA RSA RCP RCS RPS
(K∕W ) (K∕W ) (K∕W ) (K∕W ) (K∕W ) (K∕W )

1 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.45 3

Noting G = 1∕R the thermal conductances (W ∕K), the
equivalent circuit can be described by (5).

Ploss = AT − BTA (5)

With : Ploss =
⎡

⎢

⎢

⎣

PC
PP
PS

⎤

⎥

⎥

⎦

; T =
⎡

⎢

⎢

⎣

TC
TP
TP

⎤

⎥

⎥

⎦

; B =
⎡

⎢

⎢

⎣

GCA
GPA
GSA

⎤

⎥

⎥

⎦

A =

⎡

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎣

GCS + GCA −GCP −GCS
+GCP

−GCP GCP + GPA −GPS
+GPS

−GCS −GPS GPS + GCS
+GSA

⎤

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎦

The temperatures at different parts of the transformer are
expressed by (6).

T = A−1.(Ploss + B.TA) (6)

The flowchart of Figure 11 details the procedure used
for predicting the temperatures at each node. Figures 12 and
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Figure 11: Flowchart for computing the MFT losses and nodes
temperatures.

13 plot the results for temperatures and losses versus the sec-
ondary current for a voltage corresponding to the global tests
presented in the next section. The operating frequency has
been set to 2kHz for operating at coil temperatures compat-
ibles with the insulation class or the TMF prototype. The
core losses are predicted using the linear extrapolation of
measurements presented in section 4. At medium frequen-
cies, eddy current losses in GOES wound cores are domi-
nant, it is then assumed that core losses depend on the square
of the frequency [17]. Considering the experimental curve
measured at f0 = 3kHz, the core losses at the frequency
f1 = 2kHz are predicted applying the ratio (f1∕f0)2.

It can be seen that, for low secondary currents, the coil
temperatures are influenced by the core one. At higher cur-
rents, the copper losses have a major influence. Figure 13
shows the prediction of losses in each TMF element versus
secondary current. It shows a slight reduction of core losses
at high current because of the core temperature increase.
However, the copper losses becomes dominant. Losses are
higher in the primary coil because of its higher resistance
due to its higher diameter.

Figure 12: Prediction of internal temperatures versus sec-
ondary current for a wound GOES core operating at
1.2Tpeak∕2kHz.

Figure 13: Prediction of losses versus secondary current for
the same voltage and frequency.

7. Tests of the SST elementary cell
For analysing the cell behaviour, test have been made

at 350 V DC / 2 kHz. The back-to-back system of figure
14 is used for simulating two DC grids. The power transfer
is adjusted by the phase shift between the converter com-
mands. Fig. 15 presents the voltage and current waveforms
for a phase shift of 90◦. This figure shows that the current
increasing and decreasing slopes are limited by the leakage
inductance when v1 ≠ v2 the slight decrease when v1 = v2
is due to the global AC resistance of the circuit.

For this operating point, the core temperature and the
currents are reported in table 4. With such a basic command,
power factor of the TMF is not good; this drawback can be
easily improved using a 3-level command for the converters.
However, the back to back test proves that the GOES wound
core MFT can be used for a large apparent power in a small
volume when the global thermal balance allow a core at a
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Figure 14: Back to back configuration.

Figure 15: Example of voltage and current waveforms for a
basic command .

higher temperature than coils.

Table 4
Main results for f = 2kHz and VA = VB = 350V .

TC TP TS Sec. current App Power
(◦C) (◦C) (◦C) (ARMS ) (kV A)

320 160 150 30.2 10.6

8. Conclusion
The concept of a SST cell using a medium frequency

transformer (MFT)madewith a grain-oriented electrical steel
(GOES) wound core has been presented. This concept can
makes sense for high power SSTs, which implies high volt-
age capabilities. The proposed SST cell is based on standard
winding technology, made with rectangular enameled wire,
and a common mode voltage insulation based on air layers
with adequate thicknesses. The analysed structure showed
the possibility for a core to be operated at quite high tem-
perature for the sake of a high specific power and keeping
the winding within its isolation class. In these conditions, a
special care must be paid to the thermal balance of the whole
MFT. The paper provides a nodal thermal equivalent circuit
adapted to the MFT proposed topology.

Experience has been gained and is currently considered
for the currently design of a new SST release :
- Adding thin thermal insulation layers, made of adaptedma-
terial, between the core and the coils.
- Use of a high breakdown voltage polymer and electrostatic
screens to lower insulation distances.
- Change windings for flat coils and Litz wires for lower re-
sistance and leakage inductance.
- Adapt the command for improved power factor.
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